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Mazo is composed of a full spectrum of 

functionalism: With roots in Scandinavian tradition, 

a love of the simplicity of the Bauhaus era, and a 

reminiscence of ancient Japanese culture, we aim 

to provide people of this century the opportunity to 

choose furniture with long lasting design.
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New arrivals

Every day we strive to do our best to combine the classical no-nonsense 

with the well-crafted, in order to form a perfect unity. This is our belief in 

responsible designing. We see ourselves as part of an international movement 

indebted to the basic principles of Scandinavian design, the German Bauhaus 

movement, and Japanese crafts. Our newest arrival the ARCH lounge series 

builds upon these core values, with its contrasting elements characterized by 

lightness and weight, straight lines and soft curves that form a duality and 

embodiment of the ´midcentury´ functionalism that is deeply rooted in our 

mindset and has permeated many of our designs. 

KYO collection is an addition to our ongoing collaboration with ceramist and 

designer Snorre Læssøe Stephensen, which reflects upon his early years when 

he was living in Kyoto, Japan and came up with this simple yet eclectic series 

of vases that form a pedestal for seasonal flowers, cups and pitcher for tea 

moments. The simple geometrical shapes emerge from the robust porcelain 

and are perfectly glazed in a vibrant blue and a subtle creamy white where the 

cups and pitcher comes in a porcelain and chamotte mix and in a variation of 

gradient colors. 

It is that kind of iconic design significance, materiality and honest quality that 

surrounds us in our everyday life and fills us with joy, that we would like to 

share with you.
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ARCH 3 SEATER IN PIERRE FREY, PARADISO

FER SIDE TABLE

KYO VASE MEDIUM IN BLUE
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Mazo is a design brand with a full collection of furniture and lighting. Their 

contrasting designs where straight lines meet soft curves - charac terized 

by lightness and weight at once - is an embodiment of the ‘midcentury’ 

functionalism that seep into all of mazo’s designs. Humbled to be trusted 

with the exclusive rights to manufacture and launch furniture by the Danish 

architect Magnus Læssøe Stephensen (1903-1984), we believe the most 

foresighted design can be created by embracing the experience of the past. 

About mazo
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We aim though to also stay true to the revolutionary part of this heritage. That 

is why we partner with new and dedicated designers, who not only share our 

fondness of the Nordic and Japanese aesthetics and understand the balance of 

beauty and function, but also create new designs, in quality materials, suited for 

humans and homes of our days. 

mazo produce and re-launch both the iconic international design classics, and 

the hidden gems that have only been produced in a small number in this design 

universe. We are serious about authenticity, as it is the core of our existence. 

Mazo furniture is made for people, respectful of the past, yet mindful of the 

present. Looking for the balance between beauty and function. In a home. At the 

nearest café or restaurant. At the office or in the hotel lobby.

“Mazo furniture is made for 
people, respectful of the past, 

yet mindful of the present.”
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RAE MIRROR Ø120

ARCH 3 SEATER IN PIERRE FREY, PARADISO

YUKI LAMP IN WHITE

16PLUS WALL LAMP ADJUSTABLE

ARCH LOUNGE IN PIERRE FREY, OPIO

TMBO LOUNGE IN SHEEPSKIN MOONLIGHT

TMBO SOFA IN NOBILIS, NYMPHEA
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RAE MIRROR FULL BODY

WNG CHAIR IN SHEEPSKIN MOONLIGHT

KYO VASE STAR LARGE IN WHITE

MZO CHAIR IN BLACK
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Collection



The MZO Chair

This iconic chair played a leading role in one of the fairy tales of Danish furniture 

design. However - more curiously - it is also on display at The Workers Museum 

in Copenhagen. This chair was designed specifically with the ambition to create 

a chair that working class Danes could afford. Amongst the many designers who 

took on this challenge was a young Magnus Læssøe Stephensen. Michael Thonet’s 

ground-breaking method of steam bending wood was of course the inspiration, 

but in Magnus Læssøe Stephensen’s version the aim is to make the technique 

serve not only as a tool to keep the cost down, but also to serve the human need 

for comfort and modern beauty. Thus Magnus Læssøe Stephensen pulled and 

slipped both the seat and the back, curved and flattened, refined and rounded, 

until he ended up with a simple chair with support and curves at the same time. 

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen, 1931
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The WNG Chair

Once a stool was a mandatory part of every household. Magnus Læssøe 

Stephensen gave it wings. The stool, the youngest sibling in the family of chairs 

in Magnus Læssøe Stephensen’s design, was assigned a character of its own to 

fully match that of armchairs and sofas. The chair’s rounded shape is puffed up 

with the upholstery, which enhances its childlike chubbiness, and invites you to 

sit, like a baby elephant tempting you to take a ride on its back. The wings that 

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen gave the stool became an element that continued 

to inspire not only his own designs in the coming years, but many other furniture 

designers. The chair’s significant design was no doubt ahead of its time and truly 

a forerunner for years to come. In auction this chair has proven to be the ideal 

signature/statement chair for the small stylish studios of the modern metropolis. 

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen, 1937
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WNG CHAIR IN PIERRE FREY, OPIO
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WNG CHAIR IN KVADRAT, VIDAR
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1935 is the date on the first draft of this sofa and chair which have now been 

revived under the name TMBO. Magnus Læssøe Stephensen wanted to distance 

himself from the traditional furniture design made with rare overseas materials 

and lavish ornaments, solely for the sake of showing off wealth, and too delicate 

to be used. Instead Magnus Læssøe Stephensen wanted to make furniture that 

was made for living, and which, through the quality of the craftsmanship and 

focus on purpose, could raise the quality of people’s lives. The TMBO series was 

designed in a shape that, in the laid back confident attitude, celebrates life with 

the same dramatic simplicity that he found in Japanese design tradition. The 

TMBO chair and sofa alike, with the significant curved form, send a promise to 

hold your back whilst you lean back and enjoy the ride into the future. 

The TMBO collection

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen, 1935
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TMBO SOFA IN DEDAR, LINEAR
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TMBO LOUNGE IN NEVOTEX VINTAGE LEATHER
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RAE MIRROR Ø60

TMBO SOFA IN SHEEPSKIN SAHARA

ARCH LOUNGE CHAIR IN PIERRE FREY, OPIO

FER COFFEE TABLE Ø100

KYO CUP IN WHITE
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With the new ARCH collection, mazo forges new paths with their forward-

looking modernism. At the same time, they continue to lean towards the past 

with a tribute to the renowned Danish designer and Architect Magnus Læssøe 

Stephensen (1903-1984). 

ARCH, whose name is inspired by the architectural arches of the legs, is  

designed based on Scandinavian modernism. A time that was characterized by 

simplicity, functionality and stripped of superfluous details. ARCH originates 

from a basic study of forms and embodies a mixture of lightness and weight 

as contrasts in discreet interaction with each other; straight  sculptural lines 

are flanked by the curves of the armrest, an embodiment of the ‘midcentury’ 

functionalism that permeates all mazo’s designs.

Mazo x Magnus Læssøe Stephensen, 2020

The ARCH collection
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ARCH LOUNGE IN KVADRAT, VIDAR
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“With ARCH, we have been inspired 
both by my grandfather’s designs, 
and the modernism of the 1930s in 
Denmark, a movement of which he 
was a great exponent.”
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Mazo has been through the archives 

and has hand-picked design elements 

from Magnus Læssøe Stephensen’s 

early furniture designs. The armrest, 

for example, is strongly inspired by 

a chair designed in the 1920s by 

Læssøe Stephensen and the base is a 

tribute to Scandinavian modernism. 

With its archetypal design, ARCH is 

a sharply cut collection with both 

edge and pure elegance combined. It 

pays homage to both the architect’s 

stroke and Scandinavian modernism, 

which is characterized by simple and 

functional designs.
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ARCH LOUNGE IN KVADRAT, VIDAR
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ARCH LOUNGE IN DEDAR, LINEAR



FER Table

Mazō, 2021

The design company Mazo has studied the shapes of geometry and found 

the starting point for their new table series FER, where gravitational solid 

oak legs meet graceful white piano lacquer in a soft, broken circle. With an 

invitation to let everything from books to your legs, light and heavy, rest on 

solid craftsmanship.

The round table is something special. It can be the centre of other furniture, 

assemble a room – and gather people. When we get together around it, we 

share the same space; the same physical starting point for taking part in a 

conversation, ideas and thoughts. In proximity and with distance at once; 

and that is exactly the desire with design company Mazo’s new table series, 

FER. To emphasize the potential and importance of the round table as an 

aesthetic and functional gathering point.

NEW ARRIVAL
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ARCH LOUNGE IN KVADRAT, VIDAR
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YUKI Lamp

A lamp’s most prominent function is not just to provide light, but to create new 

spaces within a room. It can accentuate a mood, spread coziness, and create 

a homely feel, when it lights up from its place inside a bookshelf, a windowsill, 

a bedside table, or the corners of a living room. MAZO and the Danish designer 

Signe Hytte wanted to form exactly that type of a mood creating lamp with YUKI. 

An expressive design that is welcoming and graceful, crafted in glass from head 

to toe, letting its entire body light up with a warm glow.

The 27.5 centimetres tall glass lamp, which comes in the colours opal-white, blue, 

and olive, glows not only through the lampshade but also from the base; thus 

becoming as much an independent interior design object as a source of light.

Signe Hytte, 2021

NEW ARRIVAL
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The 16PLUS collection

A design that once again reveals the twofold beauty of the porcelain, shielding 

the eye and yet letting the light emerge though the crisp bone-china. Partnering 

with the curved wooden bracket the lamp’s no fuss form allows the material to 

appeal to our senses and attracts us like moths to the warm glow that emerges 

from the porcelain, with a whiff of the feel of a hot cup of tea.

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen, 1979
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RAE Mirror

With her mirror collection RAE, designer Jessica Vedel sets the stage for the 

mirror as an interior object; where the sculptural play, challenges our encounter 

with our own mirror image and the way we think about interior design.

There was a time when a mirror was a mirror. A one-dimensional surface you 

could reflect yourself in – in the bathroom, in the hallway or behinda closet 

door in the bedroom. Purely practical. Today, the mirror is being unveiled to 

be something else and something more. The mirror collection RAE, has interior 

designer Jessica Vedel behind, in collaboration with the design company 

Mazo, is a very special example of that.

Jessica Vedel, 2017

NEW ARRIVAL
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The KYO collection

Young Snorre Læssøe Stephensen was introduced to the world of Japanese 

design by his Father. Even though he spent four years in Japan, he still sees his 

childhood as the beginning of his fascination with the Japanese approach: 

“I remember having a lathe and an oven installed in the basement while I was still 

living at home. Down there I would create models alongside my father, constantly 

refining the shapes” remembers Snorre Læssøe Stephensen. 

The KYO collection carries traces of both Scandinavia and Japan. Even though 

KYO was drawn decades ago, it corresponds perfectly with mazo’s take on form, 

function and craft. The shapes are clean and without superfluous elements. 

Functionality and simplicity define these products. They are simple and with 

an almost stern expression, yet with a delicate touch.

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen, 1962
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Designers
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Magnus Læssøe Stephensen (1903-1984) was a multi talent, an architect who 

also designed furniture, cutlery etc. and for established brands as Fritz Hansen 

and Kay Bojesen. He was known for his particular style, a warm functionalism 

with tentacles reaching both Bauhaus and Japanese arts and crafts. He had 

a flair for the Japanese and ancient take on simplicity, combined that with 

local Nordic materials. 

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen
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It was not meant as a compliment when 

old cabinetmakers called the young 

architect Magnus Læssøe Stephensen 

a revolutionary. But in a sense they 

were right. His curating of the important 

Annual Guild Exhibition was one of the 

starting points of the revolution, which 

later came to be known as the Golden 

Age of Danish Design.

“Design was about 
improving people’s 

lives, and a mindset 
that resulted in 

an unpretentious 
aesthetic, where 

function and respect 
for craftsmanship is 

central.”
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As a curator, Magnus Læssøe 

Stephensen demanded that the 

cabinetmaker should cooperate with 

architects to present a vision of an 

entire interior for a two bedroom 

flat, like those most ordinary people 

were moving into! Bang! A new 

democratic mindset, suggesting 

that design was about improving 

people’s lives, and a mindset 

that resulted in an unpretentious 

aesthetic, where function and 

respect for craftsmanship is central. 

This aesthetic has since become 

synonymous with Nordic design.
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Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

Porcelain and clay has been Snorre Læssøe Stephensen’s passion for over 

half a century, and his techniques and inspiration reach back thousands of 

years to the ancient Japanese ceramic tradition. Nevertheless, his design is 

categorically modern with a strong character, whilst remaining simple and 

delicate. In Snorre Læssøe Stephensen’s design the paradox of porcelain is 

accentuated: both fragile and robust. 
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Snorre Læssøe Stephensen’s path into the world 

of clay and porcelain started with a playful 

collaboration with his Father, designer and architect 

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen. Soon, though, it was 

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen who was creating designs 

for Royal Copenhagen, and later became the 

leader of the unique items line of the Royal Danish 

Academy of Arts, whilst he continued to carry out 

his innovative ideas in his own brand. Snorre Lassoe 

Stephensen’s ambitions to challenge the unruly 

immanent potential of the porcelain led him to new 

arenas, designing clocks, thermo porcelain, and not 

least: lamps. Typically for Snorre Lassoe Stephensen 

he did not limit the porcelain to play the role of stem, 

but let it shine in the role as shade instead.

“His design is categorically 
modern with a strong 
character, whilst remaining 
simple and delicate.” 
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Signe Hytte

Signe Hytte has a degree in furniture design and has for several years worked 

as Head of Design for the Danish design brand &Tradition. In addition, she 

has designed products for both Danish and international brands such as New 

Works, MENU, WOUD, and others. She designs functional products that people 

can use every day, and always draws inspiration from persistent cultural and 

artistic conventions rather than from transient trends.
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Jessica Vedel

83

Jessica Vedel is a Danish Interior Designer and Designer and co-owner of 

Frame Studio in Copenhagen. Her strong and personal aesthetic and attention 

to detail quickly led her on to high-end interior projects in London and New 

York, among others. After living in London for a few years, she founded her own 

interior design business and then moved to New York, where she transformed 

a wide range of interior design projects into elegant spaces for private and 

commercial clients. Alongside her interior design career, Jessica Vedel designs 

modern furniture and accessories rooted in quality materials and a sculptural 

design language.
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Specifications



TMBO Sofa

ARCH Lounge

TMBO Lounge

MZO Chair MZO Chair w/ upholstery

ARCH 2 Seater Sofa

WNG Chair

ARCH 3 Seater Sofa

TMBO Pouff
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16PLUS Pendant Lamp

16PLUS Table Lamp

16PLUS Pendant Lamp

16PLUS Wall Lamp16PLUS Wall Lamp

YUKI Lamp

FER Coffee Table Ø80 FER Coffee Table Ø100 FER Side Table
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RAE Mirror RAE MirrorRAE Mirror

KYO Vase Medium KYO Vase Star LargeKYO Vase Large

KYO Vase Star Medium KYO Pitcher KYO Cup
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

MZO Chair w. upholstery

Designed by

Year

Materials

Standard textiles

/leather

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

1931

Textile upholstery & steam

bent beechwood

Kvadrat: Remix 173

Kvadrat: Crystal Field 753 

Nature

Amber stained

Black stained

H: 75cm/29,5in

W: 46cm/18,1in

D: 50cm/19,7in

Seat H: 46cm/18,1in

MZO Chair

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

1931

Steam bent beechwood

Royal Blue (RAL )

Black stained

H: 75cm/29,5in

W: 46cm/18,1in

D: 50cm/19,7in

Seat H: 46cm/18,1in
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WNG Chair

Designed by

Year

Materials

Standard textiles

/leather/

sheepskin

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

1937

Textile, leather or sheepskin 

upholstery & solid oakwood 

Danish Art weaving: Royal 16

Bute: Storr 0612

Kvadrat: Hallingdal, Fiord,

Remix & Steelcut Trio,

Skandilock: Sheepskin

COM/COL

H: 76cm/29,9in

W: 60cm/23,6in

D: 50cm/19,7in

Seat H: 46cm/18,1in
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TMBO Lounge

Design based on

drawings by

Year

Materials

Standard textiles

/leather/

sheepskin

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

1935

Textile, leather or sheepskin

upholstery & solid oakwood 

Danish Art weaving: Royal 16

Bute: Storr 0612

Dedar: Linear 001

Kvadrat: Hallingdal, Fiord,

Remix & Steelcut Trio

Stolz: Vegetal Leather 95,

Skandilock: Sheepskin

COM/COL

H: 87cm/34,3in

W: 90cm/35,4in

D: 69cm/27,2in

Seat H: 39cm/15,4in

TMBO Pouff

Design based on

drawings by

Year

Materials

Standard textiles

/leather/

sheepskin

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

1935

Textile, leather or sheepskin 

upholstery & solid oakwood 

Danish Art weaving: Royal 16

Bute: Storr 0612

Dedar: Linear 001

Kvadrat: Hallingdal, Fiord,

Remix & Steelcut Trio

Stolz: Vegetal Leather 95,

Skandilock: Sheepskin

COM/COL

H: 34cm/13,4in

W: 49cm/19,3in

D: 49cm/19,3in
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TMBO Sofa

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

1935

Textile, leather or sheepskin 

upholstery & solid oakwood 

Danish Art weaving: Royal 16

Bute: Storr 0612

Dedar: Linear 001

Kvadrat: Hallingdal, Fiord,

Remix & Steelcut Trio

Stolz: Vegetal Leather 95,

Skandilock: Sheepskin

COM/COL

H: 87cm/34,3in

W: 165cm/65in

D: 69cm/27,2in

Seat H: 39cm/15,4in

Design based on

drawings by

Year

Materials

Standard textiles

/leather/

sheepskin

Dimensions 

(cm/in)
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ARCH Lounge

mazo x  

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

2020

Textile, leather or sheepskin 

upholstery & oak 

Kvadrat, Dedar Milano, Pierre 

Frey, Jennifer Shorto, 

Skandilock, Stolz Leather, 

Sørensen Leather, Danish Art 

Weaving, Bute Fabrics, 

Romo Textiles

COM/COL

H: 76cm/29,9in

W: 68cm/26,7in

D: 79cm/31,1in

Seat H: 41cm/16,1in

mazo x  

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

2020

Textile or sheepskin upholstery 

& oak 

Kvadrat, Dedar Milano, Pierre 

Frey, Jennifer Shorto, 

Skandilock, Danish Art 

Weaving, Bute Fabrics, 

Romo Textiles

COM/COL

H: 76cm/29,9in

W: 140cm/55,1in

D: 79cm/31,1in

Seat H:  41cm/16,1in

Design based on

drawings by

Year

Materials

Various textiles

/leather/

sheepskin

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Design based on

drawings by

Year

Materials

Various textiles

/sheepskin

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

ARCH Sofa 2-Seater
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ARCH Sofa 3-Seater

mazo x 

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen

2020

Textile or sheepskin upholstery 

& oak 

Kvadrat, Dedar Milano, Pierre 

Frey, Jennifer Shorto, 

Skandilock, Danish Art 

Weaving, Bute Fabrics, 

Romo Textiles

COM

H: 76cm/29,9in

W: 200cm/78,7in

D: 79cm/31,1in

Seat H: 41cm/16,1in

Design based on

drawings by

Year

Materials

Various textiles

/sheepskin

Dimensions 

(cm/in)
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Mazō

2021

Solid oak wood & 

piano lacquered MDF

White high gloss

H: 35cm / 13.8in  

W: 80cm / 31.5in

Mazō

2021

Solid oak wood & 

piano lacquered MDF

White high gloss

H: 50cm / 19.7in 

W: 45cm / 17.7in

FER Coffee table Ø80

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

FER Side table Ø45
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Mazō

2021

Solid oak wood & 

piano lacquered MDF

White high gloss

H: 35cm / 13.8in 

W: 100cm / 39.4in

FER Coffee table Ø100
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Jessica Vedel

2017

Painted MDF and solid wood 

& glass mirror

Ivory

H: 120cm / 47.2in 

W: 108cm / 42.5in

RAE Mirror Ø120

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Jessica Vedel

2017

Painted MDF and solid wood 

& glass mirror

White

H: 140cm / 55.1in 

W: 54.5cm / 21.5in

RAE Mirror Full Body
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Jessica Vedel

2017

Painted MDF and solid wood 

& glass mirror

White

Red

H: 60cm / 23.6in 

W: 54.5cm / 21.5in

RAE Mirror Ø60
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Signe Hytte

2021

Opaque Glass, Socket E14 

and EU plug

White

Blue

Olive

H: 26.5cm / 10.4in 

W: 26cm / 10.2in

YUKI Lamp

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Technical output

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1979

Oak veneer & bone china

White transparent

CE certified, E14 socket,

(light source not included),

3m white PKL cord,

H: 19cm/7,5in

W: 12cm/4,7in

D: 12cm/4,7in

16PLUS Pendant Lamp w. hanger
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16PLUS Wall Lamp

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Technical output

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1979

Oak veneer & bone china

White transparent

CE certified, E14 socket,

(light source not included),

2m white PKL cord,

Switch, Europlug

H: 14cm/5,5in

W: 12cm/4,7in

D: 17cm/6,7in

16PLUS Pendant Lamp

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Technical output

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1979

Bone china

White transparent

CE certified, E14 socket,

(light source not included),

3m white PKL cord,

H: 13cm/5,1in

W: 12cm/4,7in

D: 12cm/4,7in
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Technical output

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1979

Oak veneer & bone china

White transparent

CE certified, E14 socket,

(light source not included),

2m white PKL cord,

Switch, Europlug

H: 40cm/15,7in

W: 14cm/5,5in

D: 14cm/5,5in

16PLUS Table Lamp

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Technical output

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1979

Solid oakwood, oak veneer &

bone china

White transparent

CE certified, E14 socket,

(light source not included),

2m white PKL cord,

Switch, Europlug

H: 45cm/17,7in

W: 12cm/4,7in

D: 18cm/7in

16PLUS Wall Lamp adjustable
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Capacity

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1962

Porcelain, chamotte 

& oak veneer

White

Light Blue

Light Rose

H: 16cm/6,29in

W: 9cm/3,54in

0,7l/23,7oz

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Capacity

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1962

Porcelain & chamotte

White

Light Green

Light Rose

Light Blue

Light Yellow

H: 7,5cm/2,95in

W: 9,5cm/3,74in

0,33l/11,2oz

KYO CupKYO Pitcher
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1962

Porcelain

Blue

White

H: 26cm/10,2in

W: 29cm/11,4in

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1962

Porcelain

Blue

White

H: 21,5cm/8,4in

W: 19,5cm/7,6in

KYO Vase MediumKYO Vase Large
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Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1962

Porcelain

White 

Blue

H: 23,5cm/9,3in

W: 12cm/4,7in

KYO Vase Star Large

Designed by

Year

Materials

Colors

Dimensions 

(cm/in)

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen

1962

Porcelain

White

Blue

H: 19cm/7,5in

W: 8cm/3,1in

KYO Vase Star Medium



CONTACT

Web: 

Customer service:

Sales:

PR & Marketing:

Phone:

Address:

CREDENTIALS

Photographers

 

Styling

Copywriter

 

Curration on Magnus  

Læssøe Stephensen  

furniture:

Thanks to Mazo design  

family:

www.mazo-design.com

info@mazo-design.com

order@mazo-design.com

press@mazo-design.com

+45 2849 3929

Ryesgade 19, 2200 Copenhagen N

Emily Dibbern, Karen Rosetzsky,  

Kia Hartelius, Kira Brandt

Louise Buus, Atelier Cph

Barbara Læssøe Stephensen 

Henrik Reinberg Simonsen

Hannes Læssøe Stephensen

Marcus Hannibal, Louise Sigvardt, 

Snorre Læssøe Stephensen and  

Magnus Læssøe Stephensen
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